
Turus Ukko Original Lure Red Head | 9cm DR

Turus Ukko

Product number: TU-240098

Handmade traditional fishing plug - Made in 
Germany.

Weight: 0.011 kg
25,95 € * 25,95 €

The legend of the Turus Ukko Lure

Welcome to the world of the Turus Ukko Original Lure, where tradition meets modernity. This lure carries 
a rich history that goes back to the Åland Islands, where it was invented by Jorma Turunen. Since then, it 
has become an integral part of the tackle boxes of passionate anglers and has integrated itself into the hearts 
of many.

Masterly craftsmanship

The Turus Ukko Original lure is a handcrafted masterpiece. The journey of each lure begins in the fish-rich 
waters of Lake Saimaa in Eastern Finland, where it is crafted with precision and attention to detail. Its 
distinctive shape and excellent multi-coating speak to the quality standards maintained during production. 
Each wobbler undergoes strict quality controls and is individually tested to ensure perfect swimming 
characteristics.

Excellent product features

Material: Made from high quality abachi wood, which is known for its robustness and durability.
Workmanship: The lure is handcrafted and finished with several layers of varnish, which not only 
look appealing but also guarantee a long life.
Swimming behaviour: With its buoyant behaviour, it is extremely versatile and can be used at 
different depths and in different conditions.
Diving scoop: Made of aluminium, the diving scoop is robust and provides seductive underwater 
running behaviour.



Hooks: Equipped with sharp VMC treble hooks, it secures every catch.

Versatile application possibilities

Originally designed for trolling pike, the Turus Ukko plug has proven to be a versatile lure. It is excellent for 
catching zander and perch and is an indispensable tool for anglers who want to increase their catch rate.

The Turus Ukko Original Lure is a perfect balance of tradition and modern fishing technique. It is more 
than just a fishing lure - it is a reliable partner that will help you land the catch of a lifetime. With its 
incomparable design and excellent workmanship, it stands for quality and tradition that can be felt in every 
cast.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

